
The History of the Keno Lottery Game
 

Keno is among the very ancient games around. There has even been known as the"sport of

kings". Though this is quite true (it's a betting game), there are still some helpful hints which

can greatly help you determine best play. This isn't an article which promises that you will win

every time you play Keno. However, it is going to show you some helpful tips and

suggestions which may help you raise your chances of success. 

 

The origin of Keno extends all of the way back to early Chinese annals. The story goes

Confucius, the greatest Chinese philosopher, was asked by the emperor of China to

compose a book on what the source of gaming has been. Based on Confucius' response, the

source of Keno can be traced to the Chinese figures that represent the amounts 120, the

auspicious number, used in gambling. 

 

For years this was the Chinese realized if they had won a lottery or really won a lottery game.

And the Chinese individuals soon found they could easily interpret the numbers into the

numerical representation of the many items of everyday use - grain, grains, cattle, etc.. .

Hence the name of Keno (Chinese songs ) was accomplished. This means"good

fortune/good luck". 

 

 To know Keno better, it's necessary that you understand that based on traditional Chinese

thinking, the person who wins a game of Keno must be blessed (given he didn't possess

some prior defect). The more favorable the result, the more reassuring was that the winning

lottery ticket. Thus, in order to get a lottery winner to attain decent luck, the individual has to

be lucky enough to hit it rich with all his winnings. In other words, the winner should have

some pre-requisites: a very good memory, a ear to the inner ear, and the capacity to count

by twos and threes, ability to identify patterns, the capability to detect and evaluate many

possibilities, the skill to count from one to twenty and likewise an instinctive understanding of

the existing and the future. Thus, according to Confucius, the source of the expression'keno'

- literally'counting the blessings' - can be traced back to the Chinese belief together with the

concept of good fortune. 

 

The origin of this term'lottery' was due to a combination of two phrases. One was the Indian

lottery and another was the Chinese lottery. The early twentieth century witnessed the rapid

growth and maturation of the Chinese lottery program. This is because China was importing

merchandise and especially precious metals from Europe and the West and has been in

need of cash. 

 

Therefore, imported goods from Europe and the West came into China and Also Europeans

and Americans Started investing in Chinese people and Entities. Thus, the British started a

gold rush that led to the opening up of several new mines across the start of the twentieth

century. With this influx of gold and silver came the flames of widespread gambling round the

Chinese land. At this time, the term'lottery' has been applied to the several systems of raffles

which were then known as the Keno, meaning'the race of this horse'. 
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After the number combinations that may be won using the Keno method are originally drawn,

the person whose guess of this number is the nearest is announced the winner. This is the

place where the term,'lotto magic' comes in to play, since the person who wins the lottery

gets instant fame and material benefits. Now, the story of the origin of this Keno game

occurs. The Chinese individuals soon started talking about the numbers that may be used in

the Keno game as'lottery numbers', resulting in the modern day Keno name which today it's

known as the Keno lottery game. 

 

There are several stories concerning the source of this lottery, most of them revolving around

the story of how the lottery obtained its name. Some stories tell about an Italian philosopher

that supposedly came from the nation of China and educated the British infantry and the art

of gambling. This could explain the prevalence of these Chinese figures, which are currently

used in today's version of the Keno lottery game. This would also explain why the lottery has

continued to enjoy patronage by the Chinese people throughout the years, and notably

during the early twentieth century when the United States remains a very poor country and

there were not too many railroads or other means of transport to bring goods and materials

throughout the western boundary.   
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